
                            Just Because We Can 

 

Now that the Budget Repair Bill – along with its changes to collective bargaining – has become law, and 

the Biennial Budget is signed, Wisconsin is back on track to fiscal solvency.  Despite the massive protests 

surrounding these issues, most residents have realized for years that the state was headed for financial 

trouble.  We’ve tried the “raising taxes” route before, and it was not successful.  We became one of the 

highest-taxed states, raided funds, and driven businesses, retirees, and recent graduates out of our state at 

an alarming rate, as they looked for greener pastures elsewhere.  So the only other option was to control 

our spending – and this is where we are today.  The days of free pensions and minimal contributions 

towards health care are over for public employees.  This new legislation balances cuts in state aid with 

cost savings and controls, to minimize the effect at the local level. 

These reforms limit collective bargaining to wages only, so the village and school district have the 

opportunity to implement drastic changes in the rules and benefits that are granted to their public 

employees—but should they?  Just because we can – Will we? – Should we? 

The 5.8% contributions for pensions and 12.6% towards health insurance are a given.  That will be the 

baseline for the foreseeable future.  But what lies beyond that? 

• Will the School District continue paying thousands in incentives to those who decline health insurance?    

Would that save us money in the long-term?  

• Will sick time and vacation time be allowed to be carried over like it has in the past? 

• Will we institute a more aggressive rating for teachers, looking for those who develop our students better 

than others, while finding those who lag behind?  Our wage scales will need to remain competitive, so 

will we institute a “merit pay” system – where we reward those who excel? 

• Will we get rid of the seniority-based system we have now?  Will we replace it with one which allows us 

to keep the best and brightest, and not just the oldest?  Will any future layoffs or employment decisions be 

based on primarily on ability? 

• While we were able to get away from the WEA Trust (teacher’s union) insurance last year, will we make 

further changes to help limit our health care costs?  Different providers?  Higher deductibles?  More co-

pays?  Will this spur WEA Trust to offer more plans and become more competitive in order to re-gain 

their market share? 

• Will we alter the benefits granted upon retirement?  Those used to bridge the gap between retirement and 

the eligibility for Social Security and Medicare. 

• Will we lengthen the School Calender?  Will we require the High School teachers to teach 6 out the 8 

classes taught over a two-day period – instead of the current 5?   

 

Schools and village services are vital to every community, but the costs have been unsustainable until 

now.  So how far would you go?   

To see more about what’s happening in Brown Deer, please visit our website: 

http://bdcrg.wordpress.com/ 


